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Rising general and 
administrative costs

For years, cost savings, along with digitalization 
and growth, have been among the top priorities 
of insurance executives. Although much has al-
ready been achieved in these areas, we see a 
significant need for further cost optimization as 
well as corresponding potential, particularly in 
the area of growing general and administrative 
(G&A) expenses
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As G&A costs typically account for ~30% of operating costs, 
they offer enormous optimization potential

Source: Strategy& research.     
1. Depending on type of insurance.    2. Caused i.e., by necessary regulatory changes such as IFRS17, Solvency I, GDPR, but also increased compliance requirements. 3
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“The 
typical savings 

target of G&A cost 
optimization 
programs is 
10-20% on 
average.”

Tim Braasch

FINANCE RELATED COSTS

+30%

TARGET SAVINGS

ø10-20%
”One-size-fits-all“ G&A functions

The “one-size-fits-all” G&A functions cost 
optimization model is still the most widely 
used, even though it does not consider any 
distinction between good and bad costs.

SUCCESS RATIO

20%
Low success rate

Unfortunately, not even one in five decision 
makers today believes they will fully achieve 
their G&A cost optimization goals. Accordingly, 
we believe it is time to learn from past mistakes 
and adopt a clearly differentiated approach

COSTS OF COMPLIANCE

+200%
A trend that is expected to continue?

In recent years, ever-increasing regulation, for example through the "new" Solvency II, IFRS 17 and 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) rules, has led to a significant increase in (not only) 
compliance and financial costs, but also costs for sales in the insurance industry. Against the back-
ground of current talks, we assume that the trend towards further regulation will increase rather than 
decrease.
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Typical challenges

For many years, the topic of cost management 
has been at the top of the Executive Board's 
agenda. At the same time, only a small number of 
those responsible believe in the success of the 
G&A cost reduction programs currently underway. 
In our opinion, this is partly due to the fact that 
not all the necessary challenges have been 
properly identified and addressed within the 
framework of current G&A cost reduction 
initiatives.
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In programs to optimize G&A expenses, there are four typical 
challenges to address

General and administrative expenses 1. Good costs = expenses that are vital to the future growth of the business
2. Bad costs = expenses that divert resources from building and expanding critical capabilities 6

Optimize on cost while 
increasing revenue and 
staying relevant in a fast-
evolving insurance 
marketplace

Target investments more 
precisely to maximize
strategic advantage 
(”good costs”)1

Optimize your service 
and deliver a unique, 
delightful customer 
experience across all 
touchpoints 

Cut out low performing 
business and inefficient 
operations (“bad costs”)2

that are redundant and 
hold back returns

01 02

03 04

Good and bad costs

They key priority in strategic G&A cost reduction is targeting resources where they can earn the 
best return, rather that just cutting costs in itself.

The starting point is differentiating the capabilities needed to fuel profitable growth (“good costs” 
targeted for investment) from low-performing business and inefficient operations (“bad costs” 
targeted for overhaul or elimination).

Good costs are capabilities that differentiate your busines, move it closer to customers, and 
enable it to develop new value propositions. Determining and focusing on what really matters to 
customers in today’s market.

Bad costs are non-essential areas of spending.

10x: Aiming higher

10x, a concept pioneered in the digital and InsurTech sectors, looks beyond marginal efficiency 
savings at how to achieve a game-changing boost in capabilities. Improving efficiency by a few 
percentage points means that you’re probably doing what you’ve always done, just a little better, 
and all your peers are likely to be doing much the same. A 10x improvement enables you to 
reshape customer expectations and set the competitive bar for others to follow.



Distinctive approach

The most successful companies in the world, 
such as Apple, Microsoft, Amazon, Alphabet, 
Facebook, Alibaba, Tencent, Tesla, etc., invest 
heavily in the right growth areas, making a clear 
distinction between good investments (in their 
future) and bad costs (to be critically scrutinized, 
brought down to a minimum)
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Understanding how G&A cost reduction fits into a 
comprehensive transformational change program
Complete picture of a transformational change program 

General and administrative expenses 
8

Strategy and
Way to play

Build 
industry leading 
capabilities

Transform 
cost structures

Reorganize for 
growth 

Enable change 
and cultural 
evolution

Clear articulation of capabilities 
that really matter to strategy and 
ability to win the market

Develop a cross organizational cost 
agenda, with a “digital-first” mindset 
from product, marketing and sales to 
the back-office incl. support functions

Implement an operating model that unlocks 
growth, automates lower-value tasks and 
embeds, technology into business

Create an environment and culture that 
embeds change in the organizational 
DNA and promotes a sustainable future

Invest in differentiated capabilities 
enabled by digital and funded by 
improvements in cost structure

Focus of this presentation
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Enabling growth, not just cutting costs, is at the heart of our fit for growth approach. 9

Philosophy

Methodology

Organization linkage

Change Management

Sustainability

Benchmark-driven

Applies costs levers broadly

Focuses on structure

Top-Down communications

Afterthought, “crash-diet”

Yesterday’s cost reduction approach

Past Today Future

Strategy-back, protects good costs

Tailors cost levers to cut bad costs

Applies holistic organization design

Culture-led, focuses on critical few behaviors

Integral, “change lifestyle”

Future fit for growth approach

It takes an entirely new approach to reduce G&A costs, that is 
fundamentally different from what you have done in the past



Reducing 
G&A costs from a 
capabilities lens

After an ambitious G&A cost reduction target and 
timing is set it is crucial to select the most 
appropriate combination of cost reduction levers 
for your company from a wide range of possible 
ones. This frees up resources that will give you a 
unique advantage.
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Identifying appropriate G&A cost reduction levers 
The what, where and how of cost reduction

General and administrative expenses 
1. Based on company-specific circumstances and requirements 11

Business portfolio and 
capability choices

Organization and location Operational excellence

Portfolio
optimization

Zero-basing
capabilities

Target 
operating model

Sourcing

Process 
excellence

Spans 
and layers

Footprint
optimization

Supply
Management

Digitization
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What? Where? How?

For illustrative purposes, we present exemplary 
value levers in more detail on the following pages

Zero-basing capabilities 
Justifying what to keep, not what to kill.

Sourcing
Let external service providers generate 
value for you

Process excellence 
Simplifying work and minimizing bureaucracy 
incl. eliminating obvious and hidden 
redundancies

If you are interested in more detailed information 
on other value levers, please do not hesitate to 
contact us at any time.

2

4

6
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Justifying what to keep, not what to kill
Zero-basing the costs of all G&A related activities1

General and administrative expenses 
1. Zero-basing examines the costs of all activities, based on their strategic priority, value added, and business necessity, rather than budgetary precedent 12

50-60%

30-40%

15-25%

30-40%

15-20%

30%

5-15%

30%

Not required
Legacy investments and activities 
that no longer support the go-
forward strategy

Eliminate

“Lights-on”
Bare minimum activities needed 
to “keep the lights on” in the 
business

Aim for cost levels 
below competition 

Table stakes/ entry ticket
Basic competencies/ activities 
required by everyone to 
participate in the industry

Cut costs to keep a 
“good enough” quality

Differentiating activities
Activities that provide you with a 
competitive advantage and/ or are 
needed for  future differentiation

Invest at levels above peers 
to gain competitive 
advantage

Decision tree analysis (based on five questions)

1. What do we need to absolutely keep the G&A 
functions going/ to keep the lights on ? What is 
the bare minimum we need to do?

2. Which non-lights-on G&A capabilities drive true 
competitive differentiation and support our right 
to win?

3. Of the G&A capabilities that are not differentiating 
or lights-on, which ones do we think we can cut 
altogether?

4. Of the G&A capabilities we want to preserve, is 
there a more economical way of deploying 
them?

5. What risks would the business run, if it made 
the cuts and changes, we’re considering?

Current Possible

Cost structure

1

4

2

5
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Let external legal service providers generate additional value 
for you
Sourcing legal activities to a higher degree

1. E.g., litigations etc., either because the relevant know-how is not available internally, or in order to obtain a second opinion or to secure one's own legal assessment.     2. Requires in 
parts additional (new) and / or complementary skills within the internal legal department. 13

80%

10%

10%

Personal 
expenses/ salaries

External 
service fees 

Technology 
related costs 

%

Zero Medium High21 2

3

Today
The typical structure of 
a legal department today, 
where most tasks are 
performed internally 
and only selected legal 
support services are 
additionally "purchased" 
on a case-by-case basis.1

Future?
Most legal issues are 
resolved externally. The 
in-house (lean) Legal 
team coordinates the 
external law firms and 
selects the most suitable 
one to answer the 
increasingly complex 
compliance questions.2

Today, 80% of compliance are personnel costs 
Exemplary cost breakdown structure for compliance 
costs (in percent)

Major strategic choice | Degree of external support
The crucial question is, what legal activities will (still) be 
done internally and what externally in the future?

General and administrative expenses 
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Simplifying work and minimizing bureaucracy
Survey of quantitative value contributions including "internal" customers

1. For details about improvement levers please refer to next page. 14

Survey of quantitative value contribution

defines the „What“
Business units

defines the „How“?
G&A functions

Feedback

Services

Demand

Business partner

Smart-KPIs

Customer feedback: subjective 
performance evaluation, 
satisfaction with services, 
feedback surveys

Smart KPIs: Objective 
performance assessment,
developed and collected by 
business unit and function 

based on specific hard facts

2-3 Business unit managers 
define volume and quality

Functional G&A managers 
prepare budget proposal

• A proven approach to G&A cost optimization is to 
involve internal customers (from business units) 
in prioritizing the services received (from G&A 
functions). A common approach here is to simulate 
waiver scenarios:

"What services would they forgo if they could use 
20, 30, or 50% fewer services?"

• Internal customers themselves can provide the 
answer as to which services are a priority.

• These results are compared with the effort 
required to provide the service (cost and functional 
analysis) and typical improvement levers are 
applied.1
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Eliminating obvious and hidden “redundancies”
Most significant value lever, based on our project experience

15

Over 
Processing

Over 
Production

Waiting/ 
lying times

Elimination of 
"superfluous" process 
steps

Elimination of results 
that are not needed

Timely provision of all 
required information

Unnecessary 
participations/

interfaces

Decision 
loops

Information
Overload

Reduction of interfaces 
and participants

Avoidance of 
unnecessary decision 
loops

Differentiation of required 
and irrelevant information

Elimination of „hidden redundancies“Elimination of „obvious redundancies“

Typical
sources of
“redundan

-cies”

Our experience shows that in 
support functions - depending on 
the degree of optimization -
typically >20% of internal 
services can be cut without 
noticeably affecting the 
organization's performance.

Whereby, the elimination of 
“redundancies” is usually the 
most significant lever for 
reducing G&A expenses

Usually, the most 
significant lever 
for reducing G&A 
expenses

General and administrative expenses 



Realizing sustainable 
G&A cost reductions

We offer you our strategic approach to optimize 
your G&A costs. We know the key cost drivers 
and are experienced in their optimization. Thus, 
we support you in making cost reductions 
realizable and actionable.
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Making G&A cost reductions realizable and actionable
Selected Strategy& services
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Aligning your existing cost structure by evaluating your 
investments (costs) against your key competitive advantages -
"protecting good costs and reducing bad costs."

Developing a reliable business case and high-level 
implementation plan, which includes short-term, quick win 
savings as well as medium to long term savings.

Using a combination of appropriate cost reduction levers to 
freeing up resources and boosting your unique competitive 
advantages. And cutting costs trough a capabilities lens. 

Providing implementation support by assisting you to 
implement cost reduction initiatives, monitor and evaluate 
results continuously in order to unlock intended savings 
potential.

Restructuring your organization for growth and sustainable cost 
reductions. Management support to achieve planned growth 
and cost targets. 

Supporting your decision-making process, using our 
proprietary analysis and benchmarking tools and 
techniques to develop individual cost reduction 
proposals across divisions and functions

General and administrative expenses 
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We bring our own digital assets to accelerate the execution of 
necessary analyses and gain valuable insights

General and administrative expenses 
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Your Strategy& experts for sustainable G&A cost reductions

Tim Braasch
Partner

+49 171 149 7118

tim.braasch
@strategyand.de.pwc.com

Marcus Laakmann
Partner

+49 170 559 8303

marcus.laakmann
@strategyand.de.pwc.com

Thorsten Schramm
Director

+49 171 3399 810

thorsten.schramm
@strategyand.de.pwc.com
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Robin Knop
Senior Associate

+49 160 9708 6215

robin.knop
@strategyand.de.pwc.com
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